
REFORESTATION PARTNERSHIP

ASSOCIATION COMMUNITY CARBON TREES ( ACCT )
 THE NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION THAT SOLVES MULTIPLE SOCIAL

AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS BY PLANTING DIVERSE TREES
ON DEFORESTED LAND IN COSTA RICA



WHAT WE DOACCT offers people from all over the world  a way to sponsor
diverse trees planted by local Costa Rican men and women

to grow sustainable rainforest

Why Plant Trees?
Planting and

maintaining diverse
native trees prevents
further destruction of

rainforest because it grows
alternative sources of

sustainable income for local
communities.  Added

benefits include: watershed
reparation, long term carbon
capture, and production of
valuable and sustainable

forest products.

ACCT empowers local farmers to repair their own
deforested land and protect any remaining

rainforest through planting protective biological
corridors and commercial tree zones.

By collecting seeds and producing over 100 species
of native tropical trees, local people harvest the value

of conserving existing rainforest.

ACCT pays local people to maintain every single tree
the first 4 years to insure 100% tree survival and

superior growth rates for maximum carbon
sequestration and environmental benefits.

ACCT invests tree sponsorships directly into the
hands of local farmers to produce,

 plant and maintain all kinds of native trees.

WHAT WE DO
ACCT offers people from all over the world  a way to sponsor diverse trees

planted by local Costa Rican men and women
to grow sustainable rainforest.

How We Do It

Jennifer Smith, J.D.
ACCT Founder, President 

“Saving the rainforest
means we have to
create reasons
for farmers to
stop cutting it down” 



Why is healthy rainforest important
for all of us,

no matter where we live?

Trees planted near the Equator absorb
more carbon dioxide than anywhere
else because they grow bigger faster

365 days a year,
with no dormant winter!

Tropical Trees pull in and store more
than 95% of all tree based CO2

sequestration on the planet.

OFFSETTING CO2 WITH ACCT
Growing new rainforests is a proven way to offset emissions of CO2.

ACCT sequesters tons of carbon dioxide through long term community
 tree stewardship to balance climate change.

It all begins with a seed...

The dedicated work done by
ACCT farmers guarantees that every tree

 grows to maturity
(true carbon sequestration numbers are

based on a 25 year growth cycle).

An average ACCT tree sequesters
a minimum of 50 lbs. of CO2 per year.

Over 25 years, each ACCT tree sequesters
approximately 1 ton of CO2.

Trees deposit valuable biomass to regenerate
fertile soil long term.

Rainforest destruction releases 260 tonnes
of CO2 per acre into the atmosphere. More

than 150 acres of rainforest are cleared every
minute around the globe.

 
The ACCT tree planting model
prevents tropical forests from

 being cleared or degraded which decreases
the net flow of CO2 to the atmosphere.

Every tree makes a difference !



SPONSOR TREES FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS 
ACCT NOW !

CONTACT ACCT

Email: communitycarbontrees@gmail.com
www.communitycarbontrees-costarica.com

We Love Doing the dirty work !

ACCT has more than 15 years Tropical
agro-forestry experience producing,

planting and managing in excess of 500,000
natives trees in private projects.

ACCT builds success based on high diversity tree
selection with community participation

 and diligent follow up care
 for every single tree.

Full time ACCT presence on the ground is part of the
key to successful social impact

 in rural communities.
 Real tree planting jobs for real people

in real communities, makes the difference
for long term carbon offset and forest conservation.

Partner with ACCT !
Enhance corporate
responsibility projects
Reduce and offset carbon
emissions
Inspire employees and build
corporate loyalty
Public campaigns and matching
programs

Third Party Certification

Tel: 00 (506) 8345 3309


